Sultry Sexy ANGELINE. (Video & Photosets)

Big Mature Lovely PAMELA. (Video & Photosets)

ANGELINE

PATRICIA. (Video & Photosets)

We always try to supply the most natural looking girls for our videos and photosets.

From the lovely cuddly PAMELA who was warm and friendly to ANGELINE who was a bit shy to start with. EMELIA is a real pet, lovely to work with and so willing to do what I wanted.
Adult Videos from Rosalind Woods
Box 20, Congleton, Cheshire, CW12 1AR

Select from our latest titles where quality and content is guaranteed. Normally
★ No Rubbish ★ Despatch by Return ★ If we say its 60 Minutes it is.
★ We're at the end of a U.K. Telephone Line—0260 226 399

Buy with ACCESS/VISA/MASTERCARD. Its so Simple and Quick. Or send
CHEQUE (To Rosalind Woods) POSTAL ORDER, or CASH (Recommended) Ring us on
0260 226 399 for immediate despatch or Post to us. Our International
Clients can use Credit Cards or Money Order, Currency, Eurocheque etc.

NEW TITLES

★ 'OTHER BLOKES WIVES'—(60 minutes-$20)
Bigger & Bolder. 23 fabulous amateur housewife strippers. Selection of our Best Models. Includes
Male/Female; Female/Female; Shaven Female. Upskirt and Dominant females.

★ PAMELA: 'THE OBSESSIVE STRIPPER'—(60 minutes-$20)
Sex by the bucketful! 'She's the sexiest woman I ever worked with and I've worked with hell of a
3x......' Cameraman. 60 succulent minutes.

★ 'THE YOUNG STRIPPER-AMELIA'—(60 minutes-$20)
Teenage mother of three. Lovely 'feetable' figure. Strips to nude inside the house and outside in
the garden. 60 minutes. Lovely sexy Big Tits and very friendly.

★ MARION: 'STRIP A PROSTITUTE'—(60 minutes-$20)
Very sexy big boobed 20 yr. old stripper. Lots of different situations + upskirt.

★ JULIA: JANE & SHARON'—(60 minutes-$20)
5 friends in upskirt bonanza. Knickers and stockings filmed mostly from the floor.

★ NICKI & DICK: 'PRE-Nuptial Sex'—(60 minutes-$20)
Male/Female duo strip and action. Filmed at their house.

★ CLAIRE: 'THE MAID'—(60 minutes-$20)
One mad; Big Boobs. Can't get enough. Excellent Stripper.

★ ANDREA: 'WHAT CAME OVER ANDREA'—(60 minutes-$20)
Strip-Male/Female (Her house). Lovely figure; super underwear.

★ DIANE II: 'THE WOMAN NEXT DOOR'—(60 minutes-$20)
You never know what the woman next door gets up to. This film tells you-in stark detail! Don't
miss Di's second sex video.

★ LOVING LADIES'—(60 minutes-$20)
Karen & Di lesbian sex and strip video. Lots of Bedroom action. All Female/Female.

★ ANGELINE THE STRIPPER'—(60 minutes-$20)
Secretary Angeline from Cheltenham—upper class crumpet. Full strip to nude. 60 minutes (lots of
different situations.)

★ PATRICIA: 'RAVING NYMPHOS' + SARAH LOUISE—(60 minutes-$20)
Male/Female strip & sex. Shaven Female. Bedroom action.

★ PAMELA II—(1 hour & 50 minutes-$40)
Superb mature woman; fantastic figure; lovely on video. Many strips in different situations
excellent underwear; shiny knickers, girdles, panties, corset, domination. 1 hour & 50
minutes of superb action.

★ NICKI & DICK II—(60 minutes-$20)
Male/Female duo action plus tasty strips from Nicki. All completely new.
Brichtte. Photosets B1 to B20. All excellent believe me. She's got a lot to show. (And she does).

Kate. Video: School wear, school knickers & gymslip.


Julia. Photosets plus upskirt video. Title 'Ladies Lingerie' and several other titles—Ask!

Arina. Twelve revealing photosets plus two videos.

Marion. Video: 'Strip a prostitute'.
SHARON—THE AU-PAIR STRIP—(60 minutes–£20)
Upskirt and Underwear Strip.

KERRY—(60 minutes–£20)
‘Male & Female’. Husband and wife all action video. Filmed at their house. Tremendously sexy female.

KATE—(90 minutes–£30)
All Gunslip and Knickers Strip. Very large selection of Kate in many different colours and styles of school knickers + strip—exercises. See her sexy curves restrained by her succulent school knickers.

‘CONSENTING ADULTS’ + JULIA—(60 minutes–£20)
Male/Female, SHAVEN/Female and Female/Female. From our up and coming range of ‘Duo’s.’
Don’t miss the new titles as they come in.

‘FELICITY NO.2’—(60 minutes–£20)
Why should a happily married, 55 year old woman, who works in a library take her knickers off for you? Answer because she can’t stop herself! 60 minutes. Buy the film… I did.

‘SALLY ANNE No.II BREASTS & BRASSIERES’—(60 minutes–£20)
Big heaving tits film from all angles—especially from below. Special film made for Swiss Client. The Ultimate TIT appreciation film. 60 bra filling oozing minutes of strip.

The New ‘HOUSEWIFE STRIPPERS’—(60 minutes–£20)
Super Sample Tape of seven genuine housewives and girl next door types range from 18 to 45 years. All strip and action. 60 minutes non-stop.

‘STRIP ITALIAN STYLE’—(60 minutes–£20)
Sex mad big breasted HOT ITALIAN HOUSEWIFE ANNABELLA in 60 minutes of All Action strip, bed, bath, floor etc.

‘ARINA No.II’—(£20)
Continental sex show stripper ARINA in nude action close-up—bum, tits, nipples (fantastic), strip. 60 minutes. Completely new.

ANNABELLA & MELINDA—CALLGIRL STRIP’—(£20)
Duo Female Strip. Bed Shower—ALL ACTION. 60 minutes.

CLAIRE—Stockings; Knickers & Suspenders’—(£20)
SEX STAR CLAIRE a lovely girl in a fantastic strip video. Steamy bedroom scenes as Claire slips off her knickers to reveal all. Lots and lots of knickers and stockings as she writhes and wriggles in her sexiest bedroom strip. 60 minutes.

CLAIRE—The Gym Mistress (Strip)—(£20)
A fast moving strip video with big boob sexy Claire. Includes strip to nude—shots of knickers—exercise + action in front of a large mirror filmed through CLAIRE’S legs. Don’t miss it.

‘TITS—SELINA’S STRIP’—(£20)
FANTASTIC MEGA BOOBS FOR LOVERS OF TRULY MAGNIFICENT MAMMaries. A FULL 60 minutes of SELINA’S HUGE 48” TITS. No trick photography just ALL ACTION for 60 TITILATING minutes. See Selina’s MAGNIFICENT TITS TOWERING OVER US as I FILMED HER FROM THE FLOOR! SUPERB ‘UP’ shots PLUS her KNICKERS, STOCKINGS, BRAS and COMPLETE STRIP TO NUDE. HOT SCENES in LOUNGE, BEDROOM & TOILET. DON’T MISS IT.

ESTABLISHED FAVOURITES

* SPECIAL PRICE for the ‘ESTABLISHED’ VIDEO LIST only
* EACH TITLE £11.95 • TWO £29.00 • THREE £42.00 • FOUR TITLES £55.00
* FIVE £66.00. Then add £11.00 for Each Additional Title. (Example—10 Titles cost £121.00)

‘SALLY—ANNE—The Video Strip
44D SUPER PAGE 5 GIRL SALLY-ANNE appears for us in her own exclusive 60 minutes video. Includes strip to nude. Stockings; suspenders and panties as Sally shows all the advantages of her Mega Knockers in her bedroom; lounge and kitchen.

‘SAMPLE VIDEO—The Strip Line’
SEVEN of our gorgeous girls feature in strip routines all around the house. Each girl has a full length video; so you can choose who you want to see more of.
★ 'CHERYL—The Bedroom Strip'

Lot of sexy undies and strip to nude in the LUXURY BEDROOM STRIP full 60 minute video. Stunningly sexy as CHERYL strips in front of a huge wall mirror filmed from every angle. Including CLOSE—UPS; UP—SHOTS; STOCKINGS; SUSPENDERS & NUDE plus SEXY ROMP on KING SIZE BED. Large variety of sexy see-through undies.

★ 'HOMETIME STRIP GIRLS'
WHAM! BANG! ALL ACTION HOUSEWIVES doing what they like best. INTIMATE detail's reeled with splendid close up action of TITS; BUMS & YES—The rest as well! HOUSEWIVES from Liverpool; Oxford etc. strip for our cameras in the most revealing way.

★ 'ARINA—The Dutch Striper'

DUTCH GIRL ARINA features in superb underwear and strip video. Nude strip plus upskirt; stockings; suspenders and beautiful panties all shown on ARINA'S firm curvy figure. Bedroom strip. Arina from the land of uncensored videos throws herself into this one. 60 exciting minutes of NON—STOP ENTERTAINMENT AND AROUSAL.

★ 'DIANE—The Housewife Strip'

(DIANE IS SHOWN IN OUR CATALOGUE AS ANGIE). Lovely mature Angie strips for us in the privacy of her own home. Includes Angie in completely nude mud scene romp. Lots of frilly undies; stockings and strip as uninhibited mother of three shows all. SIXTY sexy minutes of strip from slum to luxury apartment.

★ 'FELICITY'S STRIP VIDEO'

'WOMAN NEXT DOOR'. You'd love to live next to this very sexy MATURE 40yr old. Super mature figure looks great in clinging undies EVEN BETTER STRIPPED TO THE NUDE. Videod from every angle. TITS; BUM; THIGH; CROTCH in EXCITING CLOSE UPS. STRIPPING; SITTING; rolling; shower. ALL ACTION on the BED; in the SHOWER etc. Felicity is a really randy housewife who loves being filmed. ACTION ALL THE WAY FOR 60 HARD & HORNY MINUTES. GET YOUR COPY TO-DAY.

★ 'SCHOOL FASHION SHOW'

Gorgeous girly video featuring all your favourite underwear. Including 1950's school knicker's right through modern gusset to waist style in sexy interlock cotton. See our schoolgirl Tanya strip to change her knickers in an authentic schoolroom situation. All of our colours and styles are featured. An absolute bonanza of schoolgirl knickers, gymslip and stockings. Fully descriptive female commentary.

★ 'PANTIE PARADE'

ANIKA and TANYA in panties, boobs; bottoms and stockings review.

★ 'EXERCISE WITH RACHELLE'

Pretty Rachelle (FROM SCHOOL FASHION No.2) delivers a sexily schoolgirl strip with many revealing schoolgirl exercises for good measure. DON'T MISS IT.

★ 'DIRECTOIRE PARADE'

An interrupted review of all our styles and knickers. Featuring six superb colours; Black; Coffee; Lemon; Blue; Pink and White. Our brand new ultra shiny cire wetlook in purple and in black are also put through their paces along with our latest pure silk directoire knickers. Don't miss the sensuous fold and flow of this spectacular material. As soft as a petal; as light as gossamer our model appears to walk naked within the enveloping delight of silk clad thighs.

★ 'DIRECTOIRE DELIGHTS'

BUSTY SAMANTHA AND HUGE 44'' BUST KAREN in an exciting all new video packed with non-stop action as two friendly housewives strip to try on their new directoire knickers. The film is in colour and has the added advantage of conversation between the girls as they strip and discuss the merits of directoire knickers in their sex life; and the effect on their men friends. We give a lot of attention to close up photography so that every last detail of the knickers is exposed. Eventually the girls visit the bathroom where the knickers and girls get very wet!! NOT TO BE MISSED. CONVERSATION.

★ 'THE NEW FRENCH MAID'

Mature mistress severe; but sexy underneath; and the French maid; she's sexy all over. The video opens with the mistress demanding to know why her knickers have not been ironed properly. Holding them up for us all to see she humiliates poor Sarah into ironing them all over again. Lots of upskirt from below the ladder Sarah uses for dusting. Mistress and maid exchange duties and clothes. Lots of upskirt; frilly panties as well as a sexy strip. Sequence of maid secretly trying on the mistress's silky undies. Conversation.
SARAH. (from Set 65)
VIDEO & PHOTO SETS
also in Video—"The New French Maid"

UPSKIRT SPECIALS
Knickers inside girdles
from UP23 & UP24
(large number of 'up' sets available in addition to
those listed)

WE CAN PRODUCE
PHOTO SETS TO YOUR
INSTRUCTIONS
Prices on Application

JACKIE (IDJ 8 ID4)
(Tattoos & Pierced Nipples)
VIDEO "HOMETIME STRIP GIRLS"
& PHOTO SETS

Samantha (Set 20A)
VIDEO & PHOTOSETS

"Guess what I've got!"
CHERYL from PL3 & PL4
VIDEO & PHOTOSETS
★ 'HOUSEWIFE AND AMATEUR MODELS'
Three separate housewife strippers 'do their bit.' Approx. one hour of adult entertainment includes shower and soap; big boobs, massage and strip to nude by each girl. On this film we've dropped the knickers and got on with the naked sex!

★ 'PART TIME MODEL NO. 1'
Don't miss sex kitten Yvonne; glamorous housewife and part-time stripper. Now featured in her own one hour exclusive video.

★ 'MY OWN PANTIE COLLECTION'
Swedish star Fawn in a sizzling 60 minutes. Pantie Parade of her own choice of knickers. See Fawn's amazing collection of panties; bras; stockings and suspenders. Excellent close up video work as she walks; bends and sits. Silks; satins and sexy see-through nylon panties are all featured.

★ 'THE BEST DAMN PANTIE SHOW IN TOWN'
BRAND NEW 60 minutes ladies underwear show starring Jill our GORGEOUS GLAMOUR GIRL. Enjoy sexy Jill showing, just for you, a sexy collection of her most colourful panties; bras; stockings and suspenders. See beautiful curvy figure clad in the flimsiest of sheer sexy nylon panties! GET IT TODAY.

★ 'LADIES LINGERIE FASHION (003) & JENNIFER (002)'
TWO LINGERIE VIDEOS FOR THE PRICE OF ONE. Spend an hour in fantasy exploring Julia's underwear as she moves about the house. HUGE AMOUNT OF UPSKIRT. A really sexy film. 60 minutes.

★ 'JULIA'S PANTIE COLLECTION'
Mature housewife in fulsome display of her knickers, bras, stockings and suspenders. Let super-oddly Julia show herself and her underwear. 60 minutes.

★ 'JULIA'S SECRET AFTERNOON'
Julia spends a sexy afternoon deep in the local woods where she tries on her new flimsy panties and bras. Lots of mature strip. Unknown to Julia she is watched throughout from behind the bushes. Almost 60 minutes.

★ 'SHEER NYLON FROLICS'
KAREN & JULIA together in Duo Housewife strip. See the 2 girls strip each other. Full conversation soundtrack. 60 minutes. Action Throughout.

★ 'SCHOOLWEAR FASHION No.2'
Uninterrupted school knickers video throughout. For the school knicker enthusiast. Lots of colours and upskirt. Rachelle makes a superb school model. Excellent close up photography of young female curves clad in genuine school knickers. Not to missed. Fully descriptive female commentary. Almost 60 minutes.

All videos suitable for ADULTS ONLY. Do not show to minors. Sign order over 18 if true.
Titles of these Video Films are fictitious and do not reflect the trade, calling, habits or lifestyle of the models.

ALL PHOTOSETS NOW AVAILABLE IN
7’’ x 5’’
AT £15.00 PER SET BIG VALUE COLOUR

SPECIAL 7’’ x 5’’ DISCOUNTS
1 Set £15.00  2 Sets £28.00  ANY 3 Sets £42.00
ANY 4 Sets £55.00  ANY 5 Sets £66.00
EXTRA SETS JUST ADD £10.00 per Set.
6’’ x 4’’ STILL AVAILABLE
SEE FRONT OF CATALOGUE FOR DISCOUNT PRICES
PHOTO SETS FROM
ROSALIND WOODS

Our latest superb selection of full colour PROFESSIONALLY
processed PHOTO SETS. Each set contains 18 6" x 4" superb
quality photographs taken in our own studios or on location.

PRICES: ANY ONE SET-£11.50, TWO SETS-£22.00, THREE SETS-£31.99
FOUR SETS-£41.00, ANY FIVE SETS-£50.00, TEN SETS JUST-£95.00

Don’t forget:- You can use your ACCESS or VISA card to make
ANY purchase from ROSALIND WOODS MAIL ORDER.
Purchases are ALWAYS described on the credit card invoice as
GOODS. So purchases are confidential between you and me.

AMANDA

SET 40. BIG TITS AMANDA with well proportioned thighs shows off her superb
DIRECTOIRE KNICKERS. Both Pink & Blue Directoires are featured with
stimulating close ups, Gussets & thighs included.

SET 42. A GYMSLIP STRIP as AMANDA shows off her BOTTLE GREEN
SCHOOL KNICKERS. Well bent over with cotton material stretched tight and the
soft revealing cotton follows her every curve.

ANGELINE

ANGPH 1 Lovely 19 yr. old. Beautiful long nylon clad legs in strip to nude.

Randy ANIKA

Short hair, big full tits and almost bald fanny!

SETS A9 & A10 Both these are SCHOOL GIRL strip sets. Featuring tight sexy
school knickers, white blouses. All crystal clear.

SETS A11, A12, A13 & A14. This group shows Anika's well rounded thighs and big
bum thrusting into her DIRECTOIRE KNICKERS. You can buy one set or more.
All exclusively DIRECTOIRE KNICKERS.

ANNABELLA

SET ANPH 1. An erotic set of this mature woman as she strips from full length slip
over bra, knickers and stockings to nude in the privacy of her bedroom.

ARINA

Mature Dutch Woman. Anything goes. NO inhibitions. Very attractive.

PAR 1 & PAR 2. Housewife strip starts with Arina fully dressed with sneaky
upskirt shot to reveal her expensive underwear followed by revealing strip with
several tantalising shots of her loose fitting French Knickers before she strips from
stockings and suspenders to nude.
PAR 3 & PAR 4. Starting with stocking and suspenders only with exceptional photography from low angles. Front and rear. With many nude excellent close up shots.

PAR 5 & PAR 6. Arina’s superbly firm and well rounded bottom is ideally suited to an erotic display of FRONT & REAR shots as she wears her fantastically sexy OPEN GUSSET TIGHTS. Lots of low angle up shots in front of large mirror. Stunning clarity.

PAR 7 & PAR 8. SCHOOLGIRL ARINA. Mini school games skirt & tight sleeveless gym vest and long stocks and a selection of different colours of SCHOOL KNICKERS. See Arina’s fabulous female curves with lots of super LOW up the mini shots to show her tight big bum.

PAR 9 & PAR 10. See Arina’s gorgeous girly curves in some stunning pairs of our super silky DIRECTOIRE KNICKERS. Forwards, backwards, legs apart, legs in the air on the bed & squatting. We shot it all.

BRIGITTE
B7 & B8. One of our best GYMSLIP & KNICKER strips. Feature both white and maroon regulation school knickers. Sensational strip!

B9 & B10. GYMSLIP & KNICKERS UPSKIRT. close up gusset & cross legged squat. Excellent view and super close ups. Brown, white, green school knickers shown.

B18 & B19. Two super stimulating sets for the increasing number of our clients who love women in tights and nothing else. Brigitte reveals her all to the camera both front & rear through her tights.

B20 & B21. CLASSIC Stockings, Knickers and Suspender strip. White panties with appealing loose gusset gives shameful upskirt between legs views. Includes very clear close ups.

CHERYL
IMPORTANT. The Cheryl Directoire set shown in the catalogue as PL3 & 4 SHOULD READ PL9 & P10.

PL3 & PL4. Excellent strip set showing stockings, knickers & suspenders as CUDDLY Cheryl strips on the bed to nude.

PL7 & PL8. DIRECTOIRE SETS. We love putting young women in directoire knickers, they look so cuddly and silky. In this set Cheryl’s firm plump figure does full justice to both lemon and coffee coloured DKs. Includes crystal clear upskirt.

PL9 & PL10. DIRECTOIRE SETS. Cheryl looks even lovelier in her pale blue DIRECTOIRE KNICKERS. Includes both front and back views of her slippery directoire. Enjoy Cheryl’s SILKY EXPERIENCE. Two more erotic sets for the collector.
CLAIRE
PC1 & PC2. Lovely big bust Claire in super SCHOOLGIRL strip. Genuine Schoolgirl Knickers show Claire’s every curve from all sorts of sexy angles. Includes provocative strip and very revealing fanny close ups.

PC7 & PC8. Young ‘Live In’ Girlfriend Claire in a revealing strip in Boyfriend’s ‘up market’ bedroom. Includes upskirt showing tightly stretched blue nylon panties with stockings and suspenders quickly stripped off rapidly followed by her panties!

PC13 & PC14. I’ve kept the best ’till last. This will definitely be fantastically popular. Claire in inspired housewife strip. Includes stockings and suspenders and pretty lacy bra with delightful Summer dress giving early opportunities for savage upskirt before Claire strips on her big pink satin bed. All crystal clear CRUMPET!

DEBBIE
Big baggy tits and nice face. Well worth seeing her pendulous mammaries swinging as she leans forward, with the weight of of her ‘big baggy tits’. All of 48DD. Four SETS ALL DIFFERENT.--DEBBIE Sets 1,2,3, & 4. Buy one or as many as you want.

Diane
(We used to call her Angie ’till she got married again)
PN1 & PN2. Stunning bedroom strip in luxury apartment. Stripping from fully clothed in full summer dress, knickers, stockings & suspenders to nude. Excellent quality ALL up skirt revealed.

PN5 & PN6. Shameless bedroom strip in Diane’s own squalid bedroom. All revealed as Di shows just how much she’s turned on by nude photography.

PN13 & PN14. Silky DIRECTOIRE KNICKERS pulled this way and that to reveal a shapely Di and her creamy white thighs over her stocking tops. Other shots give tremendous upskirt views of her DKs. Both Blue and Coffee DKs feature equally through the set.

‘Many more HOUSEWIFE STRIP SETS available—ask. All revealing.’

We saw what a fantastic turn on Di is in her DIRECTOIREs so we specially shot the following for the enthusiast.

DIANE DK1 & DK2. Sexy bedroom scenes as Di shows off first her GREEN SILK DIRECTOIREs then her special PINK pair, as she relaxes with a provocative cigarette, while nonchalantly giving ‘flashing’ views of her DIRECTOIRE KNICKERS.

DIANE DK3 & DK4. Pale pink DIRECTOIRE STRIP. High heels, long legs & stockings. Legs apart, legs raised, knickers pulled tight. All our best shots included.
DIANE DK5 & DK6. My God! I just looked at these two sets for the first time and they are STUNNING. Our photographer hit the jackpot for pure sexuality with superb close ups of Di in blue then pink silk DKs. Fantastic close ups reveal all the best features of this garment draped erotically around Di’s enticing thighs and tummy. Photographed on the floor, on the bed and in front of the mirror.

DIANE DK7 & DK8. Di uses her Canary Yellow Directoires in our sexy set of UPSKIRT, MIRROR REFLECTIONS & BEDROOM FLOOR. Super DIRECTOIRE photography of lovely mature Di.

DIANE DT1 & DT2. TIGHTS and NO KNICKERS always gives me a prickly feeling of pure sexuality and thats how I’ve shown this set. All the interesting bits slightly squashed as if lightly pressed against a slightly dirty window. Don’t miss it.

EMELIA
SET EMPH 1. Randy as hell sexy little raver & mother of three. Big floppy tits (from the brats hanging on). Well rounded stomach, possibly pregnant again when this was shot. See also her video for further evidence of this.

FAWN
SETS FAWN & FAWN 4. Swedish Glamour Girl, long blond hair and natural stripper. Strip to nude, luxury setting.

FELICITY
Not the best looking woman in the world but must be among the sexiest. Excellent MATURE FIGURE, big tits, nice to get hold of! And completely unembarrassed. We photographed her from EVERY angle. PLUS BIG WET WELL DEVELOPED FANNY.

FELICITY, DIRECTOIRE SETS. All sets contain CLOSE UPS, GUSSETS, LOW ANGLE, UPSKIRT & FULL FIGURE, SUPERB ANGLES & EXCELLENT QUALITY. Sets arranged in your favourite colours.

FDK1 & FDK2. COFFEE BROWN SILKY DIRECTOIRE KNICKERS.

FDK3 & FDK4. LEMMON DIRECTOIRE KNICKERS. SMOOTH & SHINY.

FDK5 & FDK6. PASTEL BLUE ALL CARESSING DIRECTOIRE.

FDK7 & FDK8. PINK DIRECTOIRE FOR LOVELY GIRLISH THIGHS.

FDK9 & FDK10. SHINY BLUE LYCRA DIRECTOIRE PULLED TIGHTLY AROUND FELICITY’S INVITING BOTTOM, FOLLOWED BY SEE THROUGH SPLIT CROTCH DK’s. A GREAT DEAL OF HER BIG FANNY REVEALED.

FELICITY THE RANDY HOUSEWIFE.

FH1 & FH2. Housewife UPSKIRT on the stairs, over a MIRROR. NO KNICKERS but with a SEXY WIDE DRESS. WORMS EYE VIEW OF SUCCULENT CUNT!!

FH3 & FH4. Heart Stopping upskirt. I had the pleasure of an hour under Felicity’s skirt as she sat, squatted and pulls her gusset to one side. All this set in detail. ALL ACTION.

FH5 & FH6. Big wet floppy cunt features in this upskirt, no holds barred, super set for the ‘heart in mouth’ peeping Tom voyeur.
FELICITY'S TIGHTS SPECIALS
FST1 & FST2. OPEN GUSSETT AND OPEN BUM TIGHTS. UP-SKIRT AND 'UP THE STAIRS'. LOW ANGLES as FELICITY STANDS RIGHT OVER THE CAMERA.

FT3 & FT4. TIGHTS AND NO KNICKERS. FANTASTIC SEXY UPSKIRT, SQUATS SITTING ON THE STAIR, ETC. SEE Felicity's pouting fanny lips pressed firmly against her see through tights. IMAGINE....This is how they ALL look, when they are doing the shopping, standing in the bus queue or driving the car. EVERY FANNY IS PRESSED AGAINST THE FABRIC IN A COMFORTABLE LITTLE CARESS. NOW SEE FELICITY'S BIG ONE.

JACKIE
JD1 & JD2. COMPLETELY SHAVEN. JACKIE in shock bedroom strip showing amazing pierced nipples with a gold ring through each one. Don't miss her shaven vagina with erotic tattoo intertwined.

JD3 & JD4. Two more shock sets looking at Jackie's completely bald fanny and tattoo from new angles! See the penetration of the rings passing through her blood ripe nipples.

JULIA
Super Mature Cuddly Mother, Julia. Old enough to know better than strip for a living. Fact is she loves it, so we're told!

SET 5A. Mature and cuddly sex star Julia shows off her perfect figure in DIRECTOIRE KNICKERS. Full supporting role played by suspenders, stockings, silky slip and lacy bra. Upskirt so you can appreciate the superb 'feel' of her magnificent knickers.

SET 10A. Voluptuous Julia in full length evening skirt with her sexy, thrilling, colourful Directoire knickers and stockings beneath. She erotically, sits, squats and reclines with thighs wide apart, stimulating DK views up her skirt.

SET 21A. Julia in her satin DIRECTOIRE KNICKERS & stockings, with lots of upskirt plus Julia sitting, standing and then lying on the floor with her legs raised like no LADY should.

SET 50A. JULIA & KAREN TOGETHER so you get two cuddly mature women for the price of one. Working together they compliment each other in exciting, revealing display of coffee brown and canary yellow Directoires. Low angle shots as you see the two girls from all angles.

SET 54A. Julia & Karen DIRECTOIRE DUO. Big shiny bottoms, colourful gussets, stockings and suspenders. SUPERB LOW SHOTS.

SET 57A. Julia wearing her own white bikini panties. The one's she wore to come in! With open crotch tights. Very erotic. Must be seen to appreciate just how sexy these are. Legs wide + Julia's big sexy backside.
SET 61A. Randy bedroom set as Julia admires herself wearing her famous Directoire under a silky smooth pink dress. Cunningly the photographer gets her to lie back on the bed, whilst she photographs Julia with care and affection. Upskirt!

SET 65A. JULIA GYMSLIP AND SCHOOL KNICKERS. Memories stir when Julia dresses up in her own school knickers and stockings to do the housework. She tucks her blouse into her knickers just like she used to. Both Navy Blue and bottle green knickers are featured.

SET 63. Excitingly mature Julia relaxing at home in her French Knickers and stockings. Enjoy, to the full, her shiny silky knickers drawn up tightly around and under her erotic female curves.

SET J7. A rare set of Julia wearing tight and colourful very frilly French Knickers. Lots of low angle shots and upskirt. Don’t miss Julia standing right over the camera for great UP shots.

SET J17. POLICE UNIFORM & regulation DIRECTOIRE KNICKERS. The full weight of the law is softened up with UP views of Julia’s Knickers.

KAREN
SET 42A. Full figured directoire enthusiast lies back to give us the full benefit of intimate views of her coffee coloured directoire knickers with her suspenders and stockings. Lots of upskirt, which Karen admits gives her a big thrill.

SET 43A. Beautifully cuddly Karen with 42" bust. Sexy bathroom scene as Karen smoothes, stretches and adores her new Canary Yellow directoire knickers. Low angle photo makes a stimulating set as Karen’s lovely figure dominates the camera from above.


KAREN & DIANE IN DIRECTOIRE KNICKERS SET KDDK 1 & 2 TOGETHER in DIRECTOIRE LESBIAN EMBRACE. ALL ANGLES, ALL VIEWS. SPECIAL VERY NEW SET.

KF 1 & KF 2. This stands for ‘Karen’s FANNY’. A mixture of DIRECTOIRE KNICKERS, which suit Karen’s big fat backside so well and Karen’s big wet floppy lipped fanny. Excellent close ups.

KDK1 & KDK2. Karen Directoire (as illustrated). Superb DK shots, Upskirt, Close up etc. Fantastic. (Do not confuse with with KDDK1 & 2).

LYNNE
SETS Lynne C & Lynne D. Exciting gymslip and knickers strip to nude situated in her front room Lynne tantalising strips whilst demonstrating schoolgirl defiance in smoking her first cigarette.
MIRANDA
SET 41A. Miranda shows us several of her favourite pairs of split crotch panties. (While wearing them). Well spread legs, front and rear views. Her verdict “A super sexy turn on”.

SET 44A. Miranda, our best mature model, loves posing in bikini panties, stockings and suspenders, strips to nude, legs apart, panties raised above her head.

SET 56A. Miranda shows us her new split crotch tights. Very, very sexy, splendidly uninhibited. Between thigh views included.

SET 59A. A set we just had to put for general release. The sexy result of one our shoot to order engagements. Miranda in full length skirt with black seamed stockings and suspender belt with Ping Directoire Knickers and black high heeled shoes. She wets her knickers and decides to take a bath, fully clothed, to start with!

MIRANDA. Note we have a very large list of more erotic sets from Miranda. VERY EROTIC, IF YOU WOULD LIKE A FREE LIST THEN SIMPLY ASK WHEN YOU PLACE YOUR FIRST ORDER FOR ANY ITEM IN THIS CATALOGUE.

PAMELA
BIG MATURE SHAVEN PAMELA, BIG TITS, BIG FANNY. ALL FOR YOU TO SEE.

SETS PP1 & PP2. Bedroom strip to absolute nude. Big shaven fanny and large hanging tits.

SETS PP3 & PP4. Bathroom strip to absolute nude. Fanny squeezed onto bath rim plus sitting on the lavatory are just two great features.

SETS PP5 & PP6. Two more excellent erotic sets of this fantastically sexy woman. High Class Underwear and strip to nude. Everything for the voyeur!

PATRICIA
Sex mad TEENAGER with immature girlish figure. This 18 yr. old strips to nude in four erotic sets revealing her totally shaven vagina.

SETS PAT1, PAT2, PAT3 & PAT4. All the sets are complete strips, bedroom and bathroom. Buy one of more!

RACHELLE
SET R1. Very pretty schoolgirl strips just for you. Lots of lovely undies. See her firm protruding young breasts and more.

ROSEMARY
SET 33A. Rosemary in her own bedroom and lounge. Frustrated and bored housewife dresses in stockings and Directoire Knickers. She just loves posing freely for the camera. She is so nice to work with, she knows exactly how to show herself.
YVONNE from Sets Y21 & Y22
SPLIT TIGHTS
Split Crotch
Specials
VIDEO & PHOTO SETS

KAREN. Photo from Set KDK 1.
SUPERB DIRECTOIRE MODEL VIDEO & PHOTO SETS

MIRANDA from MIRANDA SET 1
(Noc M1)
VIDEO featured in 'Housewife Strippers'
eetc.

YVONNE from Sets Y23 & Y24
VIDEO & PHOTO SETS. See her in VIDEO 'PART TIME MODEL NO. 1'

BRIGITTE (SCHOOL)
B7 & B8 and others
PERSONAL
We will produce a Glamour Set of YOUR WIFE or GIRLFRIEND
Write for Quote (For YOUR eyes only)

DIANE. Tights worn by DI. (No knickers)
This Photo from DIANE TIGHTS I (DT1)

YVONNE from Sets Y1 & Y2 VIDEO & PHOTO SETS
See her in PART TIME MODEL No. 1 & OTHERS

FAWN from Sets F3 & F4 VIDEO & PHOTO SETS
See also FAWN 'My own Pantie Collection'

FELICITY. Suspender Tights PHOTO SET from FST1 & FST2 also VIDEO FILMS

FELICITY. INCREDIBLE UPSKIRT
This shot from FELICITY TIGHTS I (FT1)
SALLY-ANNE. PAGE THREE GIRL WITH 44D TITS
PSA1 & PSA2. This super page three girl with huge Mega Knockers strips for us. Lovely looker Sally-Anne reveals just how big things have got. See her big floppy knockers in our great bedroom scenes.

PSA3 & PSA4. Schoolgirl Sally-Anne. Long, white socks. Snug fitting, real schoolgirl knickers. Lots of ‘girly’ photos featuring Sally-Anne’s enormous knockers struggling successfully to get out from underneath her gym vest. Up-skirt, mini-skirt, knickers, all shown.

SAMANTHA
SET 14A SPECIAL. Photographer spends one whole hour beneath Samantha’s full skirt. Enjoy with the views he took of well rounded bottom and full thighs above stocking tops. Exciting close views of gusset etc., as model sits, stands, crosses legs etc. The ultimate upskirt!!

SET 15A EIGHT MONTHS PREGNANT and trying on the knickers that no longer fit. Bedroom strip and change. Very full breasts and deep red nipples.

SET 16A. A similar record of pregnancy to the above but all photographs guaranteed different.

SET 55. Pink panties and frilly nylon petticoat worn by Samantha at the top of her hew ladder offer unrivalled upskirt views of gorgeously feminine frills and curves, includes tight gusset, legs obligingly parted.

SARAH-LOUISE
SET19A. Randy schoolgirl loves showing off her knickers and stocking tops. Dressed in full schools uniform the action takes place at school and is photographed from low angle beneath the desk.

SET61. Pure virgin white school knickers with stockings and suspenders shown off by Sixth Form Prefect in gymslip and sash.

SET65. Big, well built, Sarah in little white cotton schoolgirl knickers and white socks. A lovely set, not to be missed.

SET68. Sarah shows off her Gymslip and satin silky school knickers with elasticated legs. Just like the 1940’s. Complete with black seamed stockings and super upskirt close ups.

SELINA
VERY EROTIC LARGE BUSTED DOMINANT WOMAN features in six selected sets.

PSEL1 & PSEL2. Big TITS bedroom strip to nude. Those immense knockers are a real handful, but oh so soft to gently squeeze.

PSEL3 & PSEL4. GYMSLIPS & SCHOOLKnickers strip to nude. Selina’s big arse really is a gusset stretcher. Her fanny’s a gusset filler!

PSEL5 & PSEL6. TWO great figure DIRECTOIRE Sets. LOW ANGLE passionate photography of a dominant woman ready to crush you into the folds of her tainted DIRECTOIRE KNICKERS.
SHARON
SET29A. Lovely Sharon wearing shiny white panties and very frilly slip presents her bottom with knickers off for a good smacking, whilst well bent over.

SET30A. A second smacking for Sharon but this time she starts her chastisement in shiny Directoire Knickers.

SET34A. Sharon in one of her favourite outfits of school knickers and white socks with smart black shoes. Both Navy Blue and Bottle Green school knickers are featured in this set.

UP-SKIRT SETS AVAILABLE. Read this carefully and make your choice. Just ask for the sets which most appeal to you. These sets are so erotic you just won’t believe it. Our photographer, lucky devil, just lays on his back, invites the lady to stand over him and photographs a worms eyes view STRAIGHT UP. The best up shots you’ll see. All different photographs as they stand legs apart, wide apart, tight together, from the front, from the back, mirror reflections, sitting, squating, bending, legs twisted etc., the variety is immense. Photo sets described below have their main features outlined. Sets are described in pairs but as usual you buy one set from any pair if you want to.

UP9 & UP10. See through white nylon panties, mirror reflections. All up shots. Full skirt, suspenders and stockings.

UP11 & UP12. Fantastically EROTIC UP shots of DIANE'S fabulously fleshy fanny in this ultimate upskirt wearing NO KNICKERS. Definitely 'A BIG FAT FANNY FEATURE'.

UP17 & UP18. Upskirt with open gussett tights and no knickers. Absolutely fantastically sexy.

A COMPLETE LIST OF ALL THE ‘UP’ SETS IS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST

ALL THE ABOVE SETS ARE FILMED WITH STOCKINGS & SUSPENDERS AND A FULL SKIRT. MIRROR REFLECTIONS ARE INCLUDED IN ALL SETS.

YVONNE
GLAMOUR GIRL. YVONNE IN SEXY STRIP SETS. SUPER DETAILED SETS.

SET Y1, Y2. Silk and lace underwear progressive strip to nude-upskirt on stairs and in bedroom while Yvonne straddles photographer.

SET Y5, Y6. School knickers, socks, gymslip strip posed to give full up-skirt views of her cuddly knickers and her well developed secret.

SET Y7. SEXY UP-SKIRT AND REAR VIEWS. See Yvonne lie on her bed and wantonly pull her knicker gussett to one side.

SET Y9. Yvonne as the housewife stripping at leisure, revealing her own panties and underwear and in the end, herself, nude.
SET Y13. Hayloft STRIP. Fantastic up-skirt photo opportunity which our cameraman EXPOSED to the full as Yvonne climbs the ladder, squats in the hay above him.

SET Y15. Bedroom strip exciting shots from the bottom of the bed, tantalising 'gusset to one side shots'. Plus water play in the bathroom.

SET Y21, Y22. MANY WOMEN LOVE the freedom of crotchless tights without knickers under a full skirt. Who would ever know? An excellent up-skirt photographic study of this erotic item of underwear.

SET Y23. A SPECIAL SET WE TOOK FOR A CLIENT. FEATURES SILKY NYLON PANTIES (9418) REAR VIEW/FRONTAL NUDE. SCHOOL KNICKERS. 1950'S SCHOOL KNICKERS. SPLIT CROTCH PANTIES. DICEL DIRECTOIRE KNICKERS. SEE THROUGH DIRECTOIRE KNICKERS + NUDE ETC.... NOT TO BE MISSED.

YVONNE A, YVONNE B. Two sets revealing daring SPLIT CROTCH PANTIES.

YVONNE C. Dressed for the 'Ball' in long evening dress, Yvonne strips to the nude. Excellent up-skirt of frilly petticoats and silk panties complete with suspenders and stockings. All high class underwear and a 'high class Yvonne'.

YVONNE E, YVONNE F. Dressed to kill again, Yvonne in her long evening dress (to start with) but this time with real 1930's satin underwear. Loose legged knickers. Up-skirt with and without!! Stunning shots on edge of table. Photographer under her skirt.

YVONNE G. SUPERB Directoire strip sets of YVONNE.

YVONNE I. SCHOOL TO NUDE. EXCELLENT close ups of modern and period school knickers as she strips to nude.

YVONNE K. PROGRESSIVE STRIP out of PANTIES and STOCKINGS to full frontal nude in superb detail.

YOU CAN USE ANY CREDIT CARD INCLUDING SWITCH (EXCEPT AMEX) FOR ANY OF THESE PURCHASES.

Absolute confidentiality guaranteed. WE ALWAYS DESCRIBE THE ITEMS WE SELL AS 'GOODS' on your Credit Card Invoice.
ANNABELLA—Hot, Willing & Italian.
(Video & Photosets)

FELICITY—Lovely Mature Housewife.
(Video & Photosets) including
directoire for enthusiasts

GUARANTEE

Every Video and Photoset we sell
has been produced by us and should not
be available from any other supplier.

If you find our tapes available
anywhere else please let us know.

We’d be pleased to hear from your
wife or girlfriend (with photo) as we are
always looking for new women to feature
in our growing list of videos.

Rosalind Woods

DIANE—Stunning Stripper. (Video & Photosets)
including rare Exclusive Directoire

Because of the technical impossibility of transferring video pictures into printed photographs, the photographs here are not actual shots from the films.
Dear Nigel,

We have made several new tapes featuring mature women. Something which everyone seems to be looking for at present.

There are 3 women - Kate, Irene, Susan, and Carol. In the same order they are 45, 35, and 47 years old.

Because they are lovely mature women who could pass as very presentable housewives, we have made sure that they wear exactly the sort of underwear that makes older women so interesting as they strip in the toilet or bedroom to undertake their personal little tasks. All of our excellent low level photography as usual and superb close-ups.

In each of the tapes you will find we've extensively featured corsets, lacy brassieres, shiny panties, girdles and hook side girdles with up to 6 suspenders, along with silky full length slips.

The tapes are:

- Irene I 60 minutes £25
- Irene II/3 80 minutes £30
- Susan I 60 minutes £25
- Carol 60 minutes £20

IRENE & SUSAN each have a DIRECTOIRE VIDEO of 80 minutes for £30 each.
Special Urgent Note.

Dear Mr. Harvey,

We have made several new tapes featuring mature women. Something which everyone seems to be looking for at present.

So far we have Susan 35 years: HAGGY

50 years (A large big breasted School Secretary):

IRENE 45 years - housewife - a real 'goer':

CAROL 41 years: WENDY 38 year old housewife.

(completely shaven): ISABELL 42 years A lovely woman! Housewife filmed in her own Georgian cottage.

(Also shaven).

These are all sexy NATURAL WOMEN who are in fact very smart housewives. We have made sure that they strip from exactly the sort of underwear that made older women so interesting.

In every tape the ladies strip to nude - NO doubt about that. As well as that we've extensively featured Corsets, longline Bras, Shiny Panties Girdles, Hook side girdles - the sort with satin front panels and side suspenders. We also feature uplifted and full length silky slips. They strip in bedroom and toilet where they undertake their personal little laps, low level photography and SUPERB close ups.

P.S. These are all excellent NEW tapes of Mature Women Don't Miss Them. R.W.

P.T.O.
Also strip (none) photo sets. Each £1.50 per set. Just ask for the lady by name, e.g. Irene set 1 etc.

Susan

Irene

DK I 80 min £8.50

DK II

Haggie

DK I 60 min £8

DK II

Wendy & Isabelle

Styling

DK I 80 min £8

DK II 100 min £13.50

Wendy & Isabelle

Shaving

DK I 30 min £8.50

DK II

Carol

1.75 hour 1.75 hour

Stop & Start

DK I 60 min £8.50

DK II

Ned

45 min £8.50

Haircut

DK I 80 min £8.50

DK II 100 min £13.50

Ned

2 hours £8.50

Susan

80 Hrs £25

Irene

45 min £8.50

Haircut

Irene

110 Hrs £35

Irene

2 hours £8.50

Susan

80 Hrs £25

Irene

45 min £8.50

Haircut

Susan

110 Hrs £35

Susan

2 hours £8.50

New videos best that revealing yet.
THIRD NEW & EXCEPTIONALLY GOOD VIDEOS

DEAR

I'm writing to you as one of our best and most reliable customers to tell you about these two excellent video tapes by two of our best models. These tapes are generally not on our lists.

TITLE: Pamela No 2.

Pamela is a mature and really smart model, the sort we'd all like to get to know a lot better. If you've seen her in Stripping Obsession you'll know exactly what I mean. In this tape which is incidently 1 hour and 50 minutes long she does a number of exciting strips in various parts of the house including toilet and several different bedrooms. Her figure and pure sex appeal are sheer delight and her underwear is always of the highest quality and includes corsetlettes, girdles and pantie girdles shiny panties and sheer stockings. It also includes upskirt sequences, which are exceptionally stimulating. The sight of her sitting demurely on the loo is not one you will forget. Altogether this is a very, very good video. DON'T MISS IT!

LENGTH ONE HOUR FIFTY MINUTES PRICE £20.

PAMELA

A second and equally sexy model we have just made our first excellent video of is BARBARA. JUST 22yrs OLD with a really good cuddly figure and very sexy movement. She strips in the TOILET and the bedrooms. Includes a lot of upskirt and very feminine underwear such as girdles, corsetlettes, tights, waist high shiny panties shiny stockings and full length slips. Complete strip to nude in a variety of situations. See the 'Peeping Tom' strip through the bedroom window. Highly recommended. 80 minutes long and £25 in price. THIS FILM CONTAINS A LOT OF UPSKIRT.

BARBARA
BRAND NEW
UNUSUAL
SEX FILM

THE ONE ‘SUNDAY SORT’
WOULDN’T ALLOW US
TO ADVERTISE!

I’M PREGNANT

60 minutes, £20.

or.
FULL UNCUT VERSION 90 mins £35.

See PAULINÉ (8 months pregnant) and KERRY
perform together.

Also 4 exotic photo sets.
Pauliné 1 and Pauliné 2. (Pauliné on brown)
Pauliné 3 and Pauliné 4. (Pauliné and Kerry)
TOTHER
£11.50 per set All 4 sets £40.
**Rosalind Woods**
FEMININE UNDERWEAR PHOTOGRAPHIC & VIDEO SERVICES
MAIL ORDER DEPT. P.O. Box 20, CONGLETON, CHESHIRE, CW12 1AR.

NAME
ADDRESS

---

**ORDER FORM**

Dear Rosalind, please send me the following items:-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Qty</th>
<th>Cat No.</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>1st Colour Choice</th>
<th>2nd Colour Choice</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FOR OFFICE USE. LEAVE BLANK

---

**Video Film Purchases**

I CERTIFY THAT I AM OVER 18 YEARS OF AGE

Signed.............................................VHS/BETA

---

I enclose P.O./Cheque/Cash or Pay by Credit Card

My card number is: ........................................

Expiry Date........................................ Signature........................................

---

24 Hour ORDER HOTLINE for ACCESS/MASTERCARD & VISA HOLDERS.
RING NOW & PLACE YOUR ORDER FOR IMMEDIATE DESPATCH on 0260 226399

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Post &amp; Packaging</th>
<th>GRAND TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>£1.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WE DO THE REST

FAST
WITH SIZES AND
COLOURS
AND A LIST OF
REQUIREMENTS
YOU HAVE
CARD NO.
READY

ON: 0260 226 298

TELEPHONE OUR FAST-LINE
24 HOUR ANSWERING

HOLDERS
ACCESS/VISA

NEW

URGENT

FEEL LIKE SOMETHING

BIG VALUE
FULL COLOUR
AT £15 PER SET
(ITS BIGGER IN THE HAND)
7" x 5"
ALL PHOTOS NOW AVAILABLE
OF CONTENTS SEE FRONT OF CATALOGUE